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ABSTRACT
Finite element analysis is an effective method of determining the static performance of structuresfor three
reasons which are saving in design time, cost effective in construction and increase the safety of the structure.
Previously, it is necessary to used advanced mathematical methods in analysis large structures, such as bridges,
tall buildings and other. More accuracy generally required more elaborate techniques and therefore a large
friction of the designer’s time could be devoted to mathematical analysis. Finite element methods free
designer’s from the need to concentrate on mathematical calculation and allow them to spend more time on
accurate representation of the intended structure and review of the calculated performance.
Furthermore, by using the programs with interactive graphical facilities, it is possible to generate finite element
models of complex structures with considerable ease and to obtain the results in a convenient, readily
assimilated form. This may save valuable design time. More accurate analysis of structure is possible by the
finite element method leading to economics in materials and construction also in enhancing the overall safety

INTRODUCTION
The primary objective of this investigation was to develop a convenient and reliable analysis methodology,
specifically; a procedure for developing finite element bridge models that can accurately predict the static and
dynamic response of bridges. Much of the previous research concerned with evaluating the dynamic response of
bridges required the development of individual finite element models. In these studies, the commands and
procedures used to define these models were remarkably similar, even for different bridges. Thus, this paper
focused on developing an interactive framework, consisting of a software package using ANSYS 14.0 that
would permit bridge engineers to easily Model Bridge. Karoumi (1998) [12] derived approaches for solving the
moving load problem of cable-stayed and suspension bridges. This research interests in an efficient finite
element program development, to carry out dynamic analyses of bridges.
Broquet et al. (2004) [4] describe in a paper the dynamic behavior of deck slabs of concrete road bridge. This
research interesting in dynamic analyses of bridges. The finite element method was used to study the local
dynamic effects of traffic actions on the deck slabs.
Damian Kachlakev, Thomas Miller(2001) Linear and non-linear finite element method models were developed
for a reinforced concrete bridge that had been strengthened with fiber reinforced polymer composites.

MATERIALS
The dynamic material properties for the road-bridge as well as for the surrounding ground are important
information for the study of the road-bridge. Parameters regarding the soil characteristics are taken from the
database that was created during previous studies which were aimed of ensuring acceptable vibration levels. By
choosing the parameters according to that database it was easier to compare the results with investigations made
previously. The database containing material data also contains information about suitable parameters for
concrete and other materials such as asphalt. In Table 1.1 the material parameters which are used in the
Modeling are shown. The quantities displayed in Table 1.1 are the materials density ρ [kg/m3], Young’s
modulus E [Mpa], Poisson’s ratio v [−],
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Table 1

Material

ρ[kg/m3]

E[MPa]

v[−]

Asphalt

2600

500

0.25

Concrete

2400

4000

0.2

Bedrock

2600

8809

0.4

MODELING
The road-bridge was created in ANSYS as a homogeneous solid concrete part according to the section which is
shown in figure below. In ANSYS modeling terms, one single part is created and thereafter partitioned into the
different material and geometry definitions. The reinforcement steel was not taken into account when modeling
the road-bridge, since small deformations were assumed.

Figure 1 Bridge Structure Drawing
MESHING
Four different material are used to create bridge structure . meshing is done by using solid 185 element and
element size is o.1mm .boundary condition are as fallows.
1. 48996N Load Applied at node 563
2. Area 20, 30 are restricted all degree of freedom.
3. 48996N Load Applied at node 424
4. Area 20, 30 are restricted all degree of freedom.
5. 48996N Load Applied at node 209
6. Area 20, 30 are restricted all degree of freedom
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Figure 2 Final Bridge Model
Static Analysis
Static analysis of Road Bridge is done after set boundary condition and results are computed by ANSYS like
stress, displacement etc.

Figure 3 Displacement of bridge when load at 569 node
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Figure 4 Stress of bridge when load at node 569

Figure 5 Displacement of bridge when load at node 424
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Figure 6 stress of bridge when load at node 424

Figure 7 Displacement of bridge when load at node 209
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Figure 8 stress of bridge when load at node 209

Figure 9 Graph between Displacement and Distance from mid
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Figure 10 Graph between stress and Distance from mid

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
ANSYS is computed displacement and stress. Above diagram shows that deformation is more towards the mid
of the bridge. Stress is also more at mid of the bridge.
CONCLUSION
The following conclusions can be stated based on the evaluation of the analyses.
(1) Bridge modeled quite well using FEA, and the failure load predicted is very close to the failure load
calculated.
(2) Deflections and stresses at the zero deflection point and decompression are modeled well using a finite
element package.
(3) Middle of the bridge is always at a maximum stress and displacement so that it will fail from middle when
load is higher.
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